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ABSTRACT

Architectural
Style

This paper addresses the issue of quantitatively investigating
availability within peer-to-peer systems. We devise a conceptual framework integrating architectural styles, architectures, and concrete systems. We identify basic characteristics of architectural styles for peer-to-peer systems and give
a formal model to describe derived architectures. Architectural descriptions are used as input for simulations to predict
the availability of services within real-world systems.
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1.

INTRODUCTION

Dependability is a conceptual framework for various aspects
of trust in computing systems [1]. Usually, it is described by
its threats, its characteristics, and the means to attain it. In
accordance with the terminology used in the ISO standards
14598-1 [8] and 9126-1 [9], we distinguish attributes, which
can be measured by metrics, and categories of attributes,
called characteristics. Dependability integrates the basic
characteristics availability, reliability, safety, confidentiality,
integrity, and maintainability. Dependability is threatened
by faults, errors, and failures. It can be attained by means
of fault prevention, tolerance, removal, and forecasting. We
focus on the aspects related to the characteristics of availability and reliability within peer-to-peer systems.
An increasing number of distributed systems is realized
using peer-to-peer architectures to avoid bottlenecks when
utilizing resources. Peer-to-peer is a general concept for interconnected nodes which share their resources to allow a
decentralized distribution of functionality. Each peer may
provide services for other peers or request services from other
peers. This viewpoint is in line with other definitions of P2P
networking [15].
Usually, peers enter and leave the system frequently. The
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Figure 1: Evaluation Approach

parting of a peer is considered a failure of this peer, because
it ceases to be accessible. Failures of single peers affect the
availability of services provided by the peer-to-peer system
as a whole, because a service jointly fails with the peers
hosting it. Furthermore, if a system employs indirect communication, a failing peer or connection may partition the
network. In this case, the failure impacts the availability of
services, because the services are only accessible within the
partition of their particular hosts.
On system level, the failure of a peer or connection is
considered a fault. A system needs to employ means of
handling such faults to enable continuous working of the
services. Recent research proposed various fault handling
techniques, e.g. special network topologies, self-organization,
periodic description updates, and cross-partition pointers,
and analyzed these techniques for specific systems [17].
The availability of services within peer-to-peer systems
depends on the faults affecting the participating peers and
connections and their particular architectures. A (specific)
peer-to-peer architecture is developed in adherence to the
constraints established by a (generic) architectural style. In
this paper, we devise a conceptual framework for peer-topeer architectural styles, architectures, and systems to investigate availability more comprehensively.
Figure 1 illustrates our approach to investigate the influence of peer-to-peer architectural styles (section 3) on the
availability of services within concrete architectures and sys-

tems. Specific architectures are created in dependence on
the style and on the fault characteristics of the participating peers and connections. A real-world system corresponds
to a specific architecture, whereby the services of the system show actual availabilities. We predict availability by
describing the architecture in a formal model (section 4)
and performing measurements with the help of a simulation
(section 5). The precision of the measurement and, therefore, the appropriateness of the simulation are determined
by the degree of accordance of the predicted and the actual
availability.

2.

RELATED WORK

Walkerdine et al. provided an initial analysis of dependability within peer-to-peer contexts [18]. They discussed the
basic relationships between system dependability and logical
network architectures, which is one aspect of architectural
styles.
Vanthournot et al. proposed several techniques of peerto-peer systems to handle failures [17]. They simulated a
specific peer-to-peer system that employs these means to
investigate their influence. Their work can be seen as a special case of our approach. They focused on one architectural
style including special peer-to-peer techniques and evaluated
the resulting dependability characteristics by simulation.
Bhagwan et al. addressed the question of the semantics
of availability within peer-to-peer contexts [3]. They investigated a real-world peer-to-peer system to measure failure
characteristics of peers and proposed that the failure distribution should be an overlay of two time-varying distributions. They did not relate their results to the architectural
style of the peer-to-peer system under investigation.

3.
3.1

ARCHITECTURAL
STYLES
PEER-TO-PEER SYSTEMS

FOR

Architectural Styles

We introduce our general approach to software architecture,
explicate the idea of architectural decompositions, and define architectural styles.

Approach to Software Architecture. In this paper, we follow the metaphor of a software architecture as an architecture of a building. However, it is still unclear to what extent
this metaphor is helpful to develop the discipline. We assume that every software system has a software architecture
that may or may not be explicitly documented [13]. The
building metaphor neglects that software is not a physical
entity [19], which has a predominant physical structure and
interconnections, around which other views are constructed.
Ran argued that software is rather an entity of thought that
exists in “multiple planes of existence, each having its own
type of components—a component domain” [14]. Depending on the specifics of a software project, certain planes may
be elevated to a dominant status, but this emphasis is an
consciously attribution and not a natural property of the
software system. Furthermore, Ran explained that it is a
“common mistake of many projects to attempt imposing a
single partition in multiple component domains”. On the
contrary, any plane may exhibit a different number of components that can have different relationships. Medvidovic
and Taylor have argued that the explication of a software ar-

chitecture inevitably leads to complexity of traceability [13].
However, this complexity is immanent in the software being
built [4].
We see the need to distinguish between an architecture
and the detailed design of a software system. Several approaches separate both concepts only by their level of detail, which leads to a view of architecture as an incomplete
design [14]. In contrast, we see an architecture at a different
level of abstraction of content [6].
Jazayeri et al. gave the following definition of software architecture: “Software architecture is a set of concepts and
design decisions that enable effective satisfaction of architecturally significant explicit functional and quality requirements and implicit requirements presented by the problem
and the solution domains.” [10]
In contrast to other definitions of software architecture,
this definition does not explicitly mention structure and relationships. Relationships are not neglected, but can be found
as the results of design decisions. Concepts include a model
of the problem domain in a form that allows bridging towards a solution domain. Moreover, underlying principles
of the created software architecture, such as the used architectural styles, are regarded. This definition distinguishes
three kinds of requirements: genuine architectural requirements, problem domain requirements, and solution domain
requirements (i.e., the implementation technology).
In many cases, it is difficult to draw a line between the
architectural concerns and those of the implementation technology, because both address software in some way. In different projects, the line may be drawn differently. It is therefore
necessary to define the point of view of system design.

Architectural decompositions. The concept of imposing
multiple decompositions upon a software system architecture is related to the concept of structuring a software architecture into multiple architectural views. Kruchten introduced his model of architectural views, whereby each addresses a specific set of concerns [11]. However, there are several important differences: First, Kruchten considers both
purely conceptual models and concrete architectural configurations as architectural views. In this sense, architectural
views are a broader concept than architectural decompositions. Second, system configurations in different component
domains are similar to each other, because all configurations
represent a decomposition of the system as a whole. Architectural views are more heterogeneous. For example, they
may show state transitions of a single object, which formally
are not decompositions of a system. Often, many architectural views refer to one distinguished structural decomposition and add diverse kinds of information. Other system
decompositions, like deployment views, are often regarded
as subordinate to a main structural view.
Because of the second aspect, architectural views may be
regarded as a concept orthogonal to architectural decompositions if an “architectural view” is understood in a restricted
sense. While each architectural decomposition imposes a
conceptually distinguished structuring of the software system, several architectural views upon each decomposition
exist. For example, different architectural views upon an
architectural decomposition might focus on performance, reliability, or functionality of the structural elements. Therefore, each view is based on one decomposition, while there
is no decomposition predominant for all views on a software

system. This model may need to be extended by quasi-views
establishing links between multiple architectural decompositions.
To formalize the discussed matter, we first define a set R,
the universe of all conceivable software requirements. Let ≡
be an equivalence relation on R, such that each (equivalence
class) C ∈ C is the set of all requirements related to some
characteristic, e.g. the set of all safety requirements. Here,
the set C := R/≡ is the set of all equivalence classes. Hence,
each requirement r belongs to one equivalence class [r]≡ ∈ C.
Requirements may be implicitly given by the application or implementation domains or explicitly stated as specific architectural requirements. For any software system
S to be realized, a set R(S) ⊂ R of architecturally relevant requirements must be decided upon. The set of classes
CR(S) := {[r]≡ | r ∈ R(S)} includes all architecturally relevant classes. Ideally, the set CR(S) has the following property:
1. there exists a partitioning (Ci )ki=1 of CR(S) such that
2. each partition Ci is satisfied by an independent architectural decomposition.
Formally, part 1 can be stated as:
CR(S) =

k
[

Ci

∧

∀ i, j ∈ [1, . . . , k] : Ci ∩ Cj = ∅ for i 6= j

i=1

Regarding part 2, it must be noted that in practice, absolute independence is presumably not reachable, but interdependencies of multiple decompositions should be minimized.

Definition of architectural style. Our definition of architectural style is derived from the definition by Garlan et
al. [7]: A fully elaborated architectural style within a component domain consists of
1. a definition of specific types of computational and communicational elements that serve as first-class entities
of architectures built according to the architectural
style being defined (a vocabulary), and a partial interpretation of these,
2. global constraints on the composition of computational
and communicational elements,
3. a description of associated patterns,
4. a guideline on how to apply these patterns when building a configuration,
5. a set of evaluation methods that are enabled by the
specifics of the architectural style.
The first two elements of the definition impose hard constraints on the architectures adhering to the style, while the
following two elements have a much less strict influence on
possible architectures. The last element does not directly influence the possible architectures, but refers to their evaluation, which can have significant impact on the overall system
design process.
Architectural styles can be grouped into classes or arranged in a refinement hierarchy, to simplify attribution of
evaluation methods or patterns for multiple similar architectural styles.

3.2

Architectural Decompositions for Distributed Computing

In our work, we address distributed computing systems as
software-intensive systems, i.e. from a software-centric point

of view. It is clear that they may also be viewed from a
hardware-centric or network-centric point of view.
The dynamics of architectural decompositions is not explicitly considered by [10, 14]. The evolution of a software
architecture needs to be distinguished whether it is driven by
decisions during design time or influences during run-time.
The former is a question of the representation, documentation, and enactment of design decisions performed by an
actor of the design context, e.g. a developer. The latter is
performed by an actor within the system itself or its operational context. Architecturally relevant concerns may be
affected by structural changes that cannot be anticipated
at design time. This run-time evolution is more substantial
with regard to an architectural description framework, since
architectural decompositions become a function of the running time of the software system. This kind of changeability must be explicitly captured in rules governing run-time
structural changes. Run-time changes of the system structure form an architectural concern for peer-to-peer systems,
because this dynamics is one of their defining properties.
It is therefore wise to cover the classes C1 , . . . , Cn of requirements explicitly addressed by distributed systems in
one or more dedicated architectural decompositions (see
above). Besides the structural dynamics already mentioned,
the most important of these requirements are decentralization and shared resource usage. In this paper, we constrain
to one architectural decomposition covering these requirements as a whole, i.e. we assume that ∃ j ∈ [1, k] : Cj =
{Ci | i ∈ [1, n]}. The decomposition establishes nodes as
basic computational elements and communication links as
basic communicational elements. These types of elements
are further refined by a specific architectural peer-to-peer
style, which are discussed in the following.

3.3

Peer-to-Peer Architectural Styles

The characteristics distinguishing different architectural
styles can be grouped into (i) the type of decentralization,
(ii) type of communication, and (iii) overall structural characteristics.
The type of decentralization can essentially be decentralized, hybrid or super-peer. In a decentralized system, all
services are decentralized and can be offered by any peer.
In a hybrid system, some services, often directory services,
are centrally offered by dedicated servers which do not act
as regular peers. In contrast to client/server architectures,
other services remain decentralized. In a super-peer system,
some peers are elevated to a distinguished status, either by
configuration or self-organized election. These super-peers
help structuring the topology, and offer additional services.
The type of centralization impacts the types of available
nodes and rules for their run-time evolution.
The type of communication may fundamentally be distinguished as direct or indirect. The communication is considered to be direct if peers have direct connections of the
underlying network layer among each other. The communication is regarded as indirect if peers communicate with the
help of other intermediate peers. The intermediate peers
pass messages between the final communication partners.
The choice of a communication type determines the type of
communication links on the one hand, and influences the
rules for adding communication links on the other hand.
Communication links may be mediation links or data transfer links. In the case of an architectural style allowing me-
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cus on independent failures of single peers and connections
that cause their breakdown. We consider only accidental
and non-malicious deliberate faults, i.e. we neglect malicious
faults, like attacks. Furthermore, we assume peers and connections to be fail-stop.
The failures of peers and connections are described by
their mean times to failure (MTTF) and mean times to repair (MTTR) as metrics. The distribution of failures is assumed to be exponential. The actual values for the MTTF
and MTTR of peers and connections must be estimated or
observed at real-world systems. For example, Bhagwan et
al. observed a real-world system and gained some insight
about the actual failure distributions [3]. The availability of
a peer or connection describes its readiness for service and
is defined as
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Figure 2: Architecture in a Super-Peer Style
diated direct accesses, data transfer links exist between any
two nodes, while mediation links only exist between those
nodes forming the network topology imposed by the overall structural characteristics. In the case of strict direct or
indirect communication, the sets of nodes connected by mediation links and data transfer links are equal.
Overall structural characteristics impose global constraints on the topology of the graph. A peer-to-peer architecture may put certain restrictions on the shape of the
topology, e.g. peers need to organize themselves to a tree,
mesh, or ring. A structure can be utilized to reduce communication overhead or algorithmic complexity, e.g. for searching. The costs to maintain a structure can be high, because
peers enter and leave the system frequently and need to find
their position within the topology.

Availability =

The reliability of a peer or connection describes the probability that the peer resp. connection operates free of failures
for a specified period of time. It is defined as
1

R(∆t) = e− MTTF ∆t
under the assumption of an exponential distribution of failures.

4.2

Dynamic Changes of Peer-to-Peer Architectures. The
characteristics above are primarily concerned with the static
structure of a peer-to-peer architecture. However, a peer-topeer architectural style also captures rules that govern the
run-time evolution of the logical architecture. This evolution is concerned with changes to the underlying physical
network topology, i.e. removal or addition of nodes and communication links. The detailed characteristics of such rules
are not elaborated in this paper.

4. DESCRIPTION MODEL
4.1

Availability of Peers and Connections

Peer-to-peer systems suffer from different types of faults. Of
course, they are threatened by the same faults as every other
software system, e.g. software flaws. In this paper, we fo-

Peer-to-Peer Architectures

A peer-to-peer architecture is formally defined as a tuple
A = (N, C, ν, λ, τ )
consisting of two finite sets N and C of nodes and connections, one node function for connections
ν : C → {{n1 , n2 } | n1 6= n2 , n1 , n2 ∈ N }
that maps a connection to its endpoint peers, a node labeling
function

Example. Based on these characteristics, in principle an
unlimited number of architectural styles can be defined. We
prepared only some important representatives for simulation. One simple example can be found in figure 2. It shows
an architecture in a style employing super-peers, allowing indirect communication between regular peers along the links
shown as lines. Topological constraints require a completely
connected network of the super-peers and direct connections
of peers to a super-peer.

MTTF
.
MTTF + MTTR

λ:N →L
that maps a node to its label where L is a fixed set of node
labels, and the time mapping
τ : T → NT × CT
for
NT ⊆ N, CT ⊆ {c ∈ C | ν(c) = {n1 , n2 } ⇒ n1 , n2 ∈ NT }
that maps an instant to the set of peers and connections
that are available in the specified instant.
The time mapping τ describes the evolution of the architecture over time. For example, if a peer p joins the system
at time tn and fails at tm , p is in the image of the time
mapping for t ∈ [tn , tm [. A new peer opens and closes several connections to already connected peers to find its place
within the topology of the system. If the peer has found
its place, it establishes permanent connections to its neighbor peers. All these connections are captured by the time
mapping for the periods of time it takes to find the place.
Failures of peers and connections are covered likewise: If
a peer or connection fails for a period of time, it is not in
the image of the time mapping for all instants in this period. Peer-to-peer systems adapt their network topology as
a means of fault tolerance. The resulting changes of connections are captured by the time mapping as well.

The actual specification of τ depends on several factors.
An initial configuration of peers and connections must be
given for t = 0. A peer that enters the system is captured
by the time mapping for the period of time of its participation. The occurrences and durations of failures of peers and
connections are derived from the MTTF, MTTR, and distribution function defined for the peer resp. connection. We
currently assume an exponential distribution of the failures
and repairs. Peer-to-peer architectural styles define the runtime behavior of peers for opening and closing connections,
e.g. to reach a certain position in the topology or to adapt
to failures. This behavior is captured by the time mapping,
but the way how it is incorporated into its specification has
not been explicated yet.
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Example. The following example of an evolving architecture illustrates our approach. The architecture is defined as
shown in table 1. Figure 3 shows a graphical illustration
of that architecture. The architecture consists of six peers
and nine connections. For all instants t ∈ [t0 , t1 [ the peers
p1 to p5 participate in the system. The peer p5 leaves the
system at instant t1 and, therefore, its connections vanish
as well. Peer p4 had a connection to p5 and could ask the
remaining peer p3 about other peers. Peer p3 could tell p4
about p1 , so that p4 opens a connection to p1 at instant t2 .
At the same time, the new peer p6 enters the system with
an connection to p1 . Peer p1 mediates a connection to p2 ,
which is available after t3 .
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Figure 3: Illustration of Evolving Architecture

Table 1: Specification of Evolving Architecture
N = {p1 , . . . , p6 },
C = {c1 , . . . , c9 },
L = {Peer},

λ:

N
p1
p2
p3
p4
p5
p6

NT
p1 , . . . , p5
p1 , . . . , p4
p1 , . . . , p4 , p6
p1 , . . . , p4 , p6

L
Peer
Peer
Peer
Peer
Peer
Peer

ν:

C
c1
c2
c3
c4
c5
c6
c7
c8
c9

τ :

T
t ∈ [t0 , t1 [
t ∈ [t1 , t2 [
t ∈ [t2 , t3 [
t ∈ [t3 , t4 [

5.

AVAILABILITY SIMULATION

{n1 , n2 }
{p1 , p2 }
{p2 , p3 }
{p1 , p3 }
{p3 , p4 }
{p3 , p5 }
{p4 , p5 }
{p1 , p6 }
{p1 , p4 }
{p2 , p6 }

CT
c1 , . . . , c6
c1 , . . . , c4
c1 , . . . , c4 , c7 , c8
c1 , . . . , c4 , c7 , c8 , c9

A peer-to-peer system establishes a logical network topology
wherein most pairs of peers are connected via more than one
path. Various methods to analyze availability and reliability
are known for such networks. Peer-to-peer systems are complex systems. The assumption that “most real-world systems
are too complex to allow realistic models to be evaluated analytically” [12] applies to peer-to-peer systems. Therefore,
we employ simulation as an approximate method for the
evaluation of availability.
Currently, we develop a simulator for peer-to-peer systems, which is based on a discrete-event simulation model.
Hence, the state of the system as a whole changes instanta-

Figure 4: Evaluated Availability of Access to Replicated
Resources
neously at discrete points in time, i.e. faults, repairs, sending, and handling of messages are instantaneous occurrences
which change the system state. The simulator accepts a formally defined peer-to-peer architecture and implements a
model of peer behavior for handling messages. It simulates
accesses to services and logs the outcome of these requests.
The results are used to calculate the resulting availability of
services within the simulated peer-to-peer system.
Our simulation model is based on the behavior of realworld systems such as Freenet [5]. Essentially, it describes
how messages are passed in a simulated system, i.e. how
a peer communicates with other peers. Aspects related to
topology are already captured by the specification of the
architecture. The simulation model can be augmented by
other peer-specific functionality, like indexing.
We used an early prototype of the simulator to evaluate the influence of the two basic voting-based replication
strategies Read-One-Write-All (ROWA) and Majority Consensus [2,16] on availability of resources within peer-to-peer
systems. Figure 4 shows preliminary results for these strategies and different architectures. Figure 5 shows the relative deviation of their impact compared to non-replicated
resources. The early results already indicate that the strate-

Figure 5: Relative Deviation to Non-replicated Resources
gies perform better than expected within specific peer-topeer systems.

6.

FUTURE WORK

In future work, the characteristics establishing different architectural styles introduced in section 3.3 will be further
refined and formalized to a greater extent. Furthermore,
we will explicate the relationships between an architectural
style and a corresponding architecture. Especially, means of
topology, e.g. techniques of fault tolerance, need to be formalized, e.g. by graph grammars, to ease the specification
of the time mapping.

7.
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